
Exploring

Human Origins

What Does It Mean To Be Human?

Exhibit on Display
 April 4th through April 28th

Including panels, interactive kiosks, hands-on displays and videos 
exploring milestones in the evolutionary journey of becoming human. 

Related Library programs are scheduled March 7-April 28

Exploring Human Origins: What Does It Mean to Be Human? was organized by the Smithsonian’s National Museum of 
Natural History in collaboration with the American Library Association. This project was made possible through the 

support of a grant from the John Templeton Foundation and support from the Peter Buck Human Origins Fund

A 
Smithsonian 
Institution 

traveling exhibition

145 Harlow St, Bangor, ME

Sponsors:

For more information visit us at:
Bangorpubliclibrary.org

Local Sponsors:
Maine Public Fund - Maine State Library
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EXPLORING HUMAN ORIGINS is a 1,200-square-foot 
display with panels, interactive kiosks, engaging media 
presentations, 3-D skull casts and a life-sized Neanderthal 
mother and child statue.

Based on the Smithsonian Institution’s exhibit hall in the National 
Museum of Natural History, Exploring Human Origins: What Does 
It Mean To Be Human? seeks to shed light on what we know about 
human origins and how we know it. 

The programs and displays trace the evolutionary journey of humans 
from walking upright, creating technology and eating new foods, to 
brain enlargement and the development of symbolic language and 
complex societies — advancements that define the unique position of 
humans in the history of life.

The topic of human evolution can be controversial. The exhibit and 
public programs welcome different perspectives on evolution and 
seek to foster a positive dialogue and a respectful exploration of the 
science. People of all beliefs are encouraged to explore the exhibition 
as it delves into human origins in a way that is understandable, 
fulfilling, captivating and relevant.

The official companion book 
for the exhibit is “What Does It 
Mean To Be Human?” published 
by National Geographic and 
written by Richard Potts and 
Christopher Sloan. 
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Cover image: Smithsonian’s Human Origins Program

www.bangorpubliclibrary.org
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Bangor Public Library is one of only 19 libraries in the nation to host Exploring 
Human Origins: What Does It Mean to Be Human? -- based on a popular 
exhibition at the Smithsonian’s National Museum of Natural History, 

Exploring Human Origins explores the process of scientific investigation by 
shedding light on what we know about human evolution and how we know it.  

To expand upon the exhibit itself, we are offering a range of public events for 
all ages.  These discussions and workshops are led by scientists and other 
scholars from the Smithsonian; clergy, scholars and community leaders from 
the Bangor area; and Library staff and volunteers.  We hope the exhibit, events 
and workshops, along with the suggested resources in this exhibit guide, give 
you a reason to contemplate our origins and on what it means to be human.

We hope we are providing our area the opportunity to talk, listen and learn 
from each other.  It is a fascinating journey to take together.  Thank you for 
joining us.

Barbara A. McDade

Library Director

The traveling exhibition will inspire people to 
contemplate their place in the natural world and reflect on how human 
ancestors such as Homo neanderthalensis, Homo heidelbergensis and 
Homo erectus evolved to adapt in a variety of climates over millions of 
years. Photo: Smithsonian’s Human Origins Program

Message from the Library Director

Exploring Human Origins:What Does It Mean To Be Human?
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The traveling exhibition will feature 
replicas and images of specimens from the 
Smithsonian’s “David H. Koch Hall of Human 
Origins” in Washington, D.C., including a 
reproduction of this bronze statue created 
by John Gurche of a curious two-year old 
Homoneanderthakensis learning from 
his mother. Photo: Smithsonian’s Human 
Orginins Program

TED TALKS @ LUNCH 12:00 – 1:00 p.m. 
Tuesday, March 7th  A Dig for Humanity’s Origins
Tuesday, March 14th In Search of Humanity’s Roots
Tuesday, March 21st Why Are There 32 Symbols Found in Ancient Caves
Tuesday,  March 28th Bring Back the Woolly Mammoth
Bring your lunch and enjoy a Ted Talk.  These talks will pave the way for the 
Exploring Human Origins Exhibit coming in April. A member of the library staff will 
moderate a discussion after each podcast. 

Crofutt Community Room, 1st Floor 

Help Sculpt the Skull!
(Children’s Program)
Saturday, March 18th, 11:00-3:00
In conjunction with the Maine Science 
Festival, The University of Maine 
Museum of Art will open its doors for a 
FREE art making activity day. Join 
Education Coordinator Kat Johnson in 
creating a colossal cranium out of paper 
mâché.  Participants will learn the basics 
of large scale sculpture, and help build a 
giant human skull inspired by the 
upcoming Smithsonian exhibition at the 
Bangor Public Library. The sculpture will 
be on display at the Library later in 
March. This event is for ages 10 and up, is 
free and open to the public. Please 
contact Kat Johnson at 561-3360 for 
more details. 
UMMA  - 40 Harlow Street 

Exploring Human Origins Youth Essay Contest:
Submitted by Friday May 5th, 2017
Please visit the traveling exhibit at the Bangor Public Library between April 4th and 
April 28th and respond to the following: “What you think it means to be human?’ 
The contest is open to Bangor students in grades 4-12, or homeschooled Bangor 
residents. Essay forms with instructions will be distributed to all Bangor Schools in 
March. They will also be available at the Reference Desk. 

p.m

Exploring Human Origins:What Does It Mean To Be Human?
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Marvels of Motion
(Children’s Program)
March 18th, 11:00 - 12:00 p.m
This show is sure to make Isaac Newton 
proud! This is a forcibly fantastic show 
about Newton’s three laws of physics 
and other properties of the laws of 
motion and gravity! Rotational forces, a 
rocket pack blast off, electromagnetic 
propulsion, and our exclusive Newton’s 
rocket car are just a few action packed 
experiments we will investigate. Just 
when you thought jetpacks were 
something of the future, you’ll see us 
propel several members of the audience 
across the floor using our own, very 
special Mad Science rocket car! Come 
join us in our version of Mad Science 
Olympics.  This engaging physics 
performance is sure to please everyone 
and inspire more imaginative learning in 
all of our audience members! Sponsored 
by the Maine Science Festival in collaboration with Bangor Public Library and Mad 
Science of Maine.  
Appropriate for children of all ages.  Seating limited to 100.
Norman Minsky Lecture Hall, 3rd Floor  

The Cave of Forgotten Dreams Film and Discussion
Saturday, March 18th, 1:30-3:30 p.m

“Cave of Forgotten Dreams, a documentary from the incomparable Werner Herzog 
(Encounters at the End of the World, Grizzly Man) follows an exclusive expedition into 
the nearly inaccessible Chauvet Cave in France, home to the most ancient visual art 
known to have been created by man. Cave of Forgotten Dreams is an unforgettable 
cinematic experience that provides a unique glimpse of pristine artwork dating back 
to human hands over 30,000 years ago — almost twice as old as any previous 
discovery.”This event is in partnership with the Bangor Public Library and a primer for 
their April 2017 Smithsonian Exhibition - Exploring Human Origins. The film is great for 
ages 10+. This event is in partnership with the Bangor Public Library and a primer for 
their April 2017 Smithsonian Exhibition - Exploring Human Origins

Crofutt Community Room, 1st Floor

Moderators: r: Linda Silka, Senior Fellow, Senator George Mitchell Center for 
Sustainability Solutions, University of Maine

The traveling exhibition will 
highlight key milestones in the journey of 
human evolution such as symbolic language 
development, as depicted in this artist’s rendering 
of a Homo sapiens creating an outline of his 
hand on a cave wall. Photo: Smithsonian’s Human 
Origins Program

www.bangorpubliclibrary.orgExploring Human Origins:What Does It Mean To Be Human?
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StoryWalk™ - All Month! (Family Program)
For the entire month of April, throughout Downtown Bangor, enjoy a StoryWalk™ with 
your family. The featured book is a children’s picture book titled The First Drawing by 
Mordicai Gerstein.  StoryWalk™ is a perfect opportunity for parents and other adults 
to be their children’s first teacher while reading and playing outdoors. 

Installation and Reception for UMMA Skull
Tuesday, March 28th, 5:00 p.m
Join us for the installation of the skull made by children at UMMA on March 18th.
Atrium

Bangor Reads Book Discussion: 
Your Inner Fish by Neil Shubin
Wednesday, March 29th, 6:00-7:30 p.m
Why do we look the way we do?  What does the human hand have in common with 
the wing of a fly?  In Your Inner Fish, Neil Shubin tells the story of evolution by tracing 
the organs of the human body back millions of years, long before the first creatures 
walked the earth.  By examining fossils and DNA, Shubin shows us that our hands 
actually resemble fish fins, our head is organized like that of a long-extinct jawless fish, 
and major parts of our genome look and  function like those of worms and bacteria.  
Crofutt Community Room, 1st Floor, Moderator Dr. Frank Bragg

Educators Workshop on Teaching Human Evolution
Tuesday, April 4th 2:00-5:30 p.m (Educators Only)
Briana Pobiner, head of the Human Origins Program’s education and outreach efforts, 
will present a workshop on human evolution for science educators. This workshop is 
for classroom teachers, homeschoolers, and science, nature center, and museum 
educators. It will feature exploration and hands-on practice in presenting human 
origins resources provided for each community. These resources include a set of five 

The traveling exhibition tells the story 
of how humans, or Homo sapiens, are 
descended from a complex tree of 
upright walking ancestors, including 

species from the genera Ardipithecus, 
Australopithecus and Paranthropus.
Smithsonian’s Human Origins Program

Smithsonian’s Human Origins Program

www.bangorpubliclibrary.org
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early human skull casts; classroom-tested, high-school Biology teaching supplements 
on “What Does It Mean to Be Human?”, and a teacher resource on cultural and 
religious sensitivity strategies.  This is by registration only.  Contact the Reference 
Department at 947-8336 ext 129.
Crofutt Community Room, 1st Floor 

Exploring Human Origins: What Does It Mean To Be 
Human?
Tuesday, April 4th, 6:30-8:00 p.m. 
How can scientific discoveries on human evolution connect with larger 
understandings of what it means to be human? Join Dr. Rick Potts, Smithsonian 
paleoanthropologist and curator of the traveling exhibit, as he explores the main 
themes and messages of the exhibit in a program for the general public. The talk and 
following conversation will explore how fossils, archeological remains and genetic 
studies shed light on our connection with the natural world and the origins of sharing, 
caring and innovation.
Norman Minsky Lecture Hall, 3rd Floor, Speaker, Dr. Rick Potts

Clergy Tour and Discussion/Breakfast
Wednesday, April 5th,   8:30 – 10:00 a.m. (Clergy Only)
This is dedicated time for the clergy to view the exhibit.  Dr. Rick Potts and Dr. Briana 
Pobiner, Smithsonian paleoanthropologists, will join the clergy in the exhibit space to 
discuss any questions clergy may have about the exhibit’s presentation of the science 
of human origins.  The co-chairs of the Smithsonian’s Human Origins Program’s 
Broader Social Impacts Committee, Dr. Connie Bertka and Dr. Jim Miller, will facilitate 
a discussion among the attending clergy regarding questions the exhibit may raise for 
their religious communities.
Crofutt Community Room, 1st Floor 

Exploring the Meanings of Human Evolution: 
A Community Conversation
Wednesday, April 5th,  6:00 – 7:30  p.m.
How do scientific discoveries about human origins relate to people’s personal 
understanding of the world and their place in it? Join Drs. Connie Bertka and Jim Miller, 
co-chairs of the Smithsonian Institution’s Broader Social Impacts Committee, as they 
encourage a community conversation about human evolution that helps us to 
understand each other’s perspectives, to identify areas of common interest or 
concern, and to explore the variety of ways human evolution connects to personal 
meaning. They will be joined by Drs. Rick Potts and Briana Pobiner from the
 Smithsonian’s Human Origins.
Norman Minsky Lecture Hall, 3rd Floor
Moderators from the Smithsonian Institute

Exploring Human Origins:What Does It Mean To Be Human?
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Learn to Use Ancestry
Thursday, April 6th, 2:00 – 3:00 p.m.  (Adults only)
Saturday, April 8th, 10:30 – 11:30 a.m. (Adults only)
Tuesday, April 11th,  10:30 – 11:30 a.m. (Adults only)
Wednesday, April 19th, 2:00 – 3:00 p.m. (Children)
Please call to reserve a spot (947-8336 ext. 106).
Discover your family history and start your family tree. Learn how to access the 
world’s largest online history resource.  Your guide will be our local history librarian, 
Betsy Paradis.
Computer Lab, 1st Floor

Natural Selection Planetarium Show (Fee)
(All Ages)
Friday, April 7th, 7:00 – 8:00 p.m.
Friday, April 14th, 7:00 – 8:00 p.m.
Friday, April 21st , 7:00 – 8:00 p.m.
Friday, April 28th, 7:00 – 8:00 p.m.
Join the young Charles Darwin on an adventurous voyage of exploration 
circumnavigating the world with the HMS Beagle. In the 19th century in Victorian 
times many physical phenomena were already discovered and described by natural 
laws, but life’s most eloquent mechanism was still unknown: How could new species 
arise to replace those lost in extinction? Darwin explored the explanation for how life 
evolved and the factors which have shaped its development here on planet Earth. 
Come explore how he used evidence and reason to come up with the theory of 
Natural Selection. Using stunning visuals the audience will travel with Darwin to the 
Galapagos Islands, a variety sites in South America, and see how islands are 
responsible for numerous changes in species. 
Emera Astronomy Center & Jordan Planetarium, University of Maine
Visit https://astro.umaine.edu/ for more information or to purchase tickets

Teen Book Chat/Grades 9-12
Charles & Emma: The Darwins’ Leap of Faith 
by Deborah Heiligman
Friday, April 7th, 4:00 - 5:00 p.m. (Snack included)
Charles Darwin published The Origin of Species, his revolutionary tract on evolution 
and the fundamental ideas involved, in 1859. Nearly 150 years later, the theory of 
evolution continues to create tension between the scientific and religious 
communities. Challenges about teaching the theory of evolution in schools occur 
annually all over the country. This same debate raged within Darwin himself, and 

Exploring Human Origins:What Does It Mean To Be Human?
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played an important part in his marriage: his wife, Emma, was quite religious, and her 
faith gave Charles a lot to think about as he worked on a theory that continues to 
spark intense debates.  

Deborah Heiligman’s new biography of Charles Darwin is a thought-provoking account 
of the man behind evolutionary theory: how his personal life affected his work and 
vice versa. The end result is an engaging exploration of history, science, and religion for 
young readers. 

Charles and Emma is a 2009 National Book Award Finalist for Young People’s 
Literature.  

Register by February 15th to pick up your copy of the book. 947-8336 ext. 111.  
Teen Room, 3rd Floor, Moderator, Shane Layman

Inherit the Wind, Movie and Discussion 
Saturday, April 8th, 1:00-4:00 p.m.  
It is 1925, and Bertram Burt Cates, a twenty-something biology teacher in the small 
town of Hillsboro, is put on trial for teaching evolution in his high school science class.  
Inherit the Wind  is a fictionalized account of the 1925 Scopes “Monkey” Trial, which 
resulted in John T. Scopes’ conviction for teaching Charles Darwin’s theory of 
evolution to a high school science class, contrary to a Tennessee state law.  It is based 
on actual events of the 1925 Scopes’ Trial which took place in Dayton, Tennessee.  
Inherit the Wind is a 1960 Hollywood film adaptation of the 1955 play of the same 
name, written by Jerome Lawrence and Robert Edwin Lee, directed by Stanley Kramer 
and starring Spenser Tracy.
Crofutt Community Room, 1st Floor

Born to Learn: Brain Science and Early Learning  Film and 
Discussion
Monday, April 10th, 6:00 – 7:30 p.m.
A program that parents, grandparents, caregivers, anyone involved in raising and 
educating young children, will find fascinating and useful.  New imaging technology 
allows scientists to see the brain: how it grows, how it acts, and how it reacts.  This 
documentary explores the fascinating science behind brain development and early 
learning.  Some of the world’s leading experts on the subject reveal what is actually 
going on in a baby’s brain.  Born to Learn is part of the University of Washington’s Kids 
Forward Initiative on Early Learning.
Crofutt Community Room, 1st Floor, Dr. Susan Bennett-Armistead, 
Correll Professor of Early Literacy, University of Maine

www.bangorpubliclibrary.orgExploring Human Origins:What Does It Mean To Be Human?
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What Does It Mean to Be Human? Panel Q & A
Wednesday, April 12th, 6:30 – 8:00 p.m. 
Panel members representing different backgrounds, religious denominations, and 
experiences, will each be given the opportunity to offer a brief presentation from the 
perspective of his/her faith, followed by a question and answer period and/or 
discussion with the audience.answer moderated questions from audience members, 
exploring ideas about Human Origins, answering the question about “What Does It 
Mean to Be Human?”
Norman Minsky Lecture Hall, 2st Floor 
Moderator, Library Director Barbara McDade

Who wants to Genetically Engineer their own DNA?
How about a Pet Baby Mammoth?
Wednesday, April 13th , 6:30 – 8:00 p.m.
An exciting new type of genetic engineering tool, commonly referred to as CRISPR, 
has the potential for great benefit to society. Experiments using CRISPR-based 
techniques are well underway in animal models, and a new wave of CRISPR-based 
products, including treatments for human diseases, may soon be a reality. However, 
with these powerful tools come urgent questions regarding their potential use. Can 
we justify changing the DNA of mosquitoes in an effort to combat malaria or ZIKA? Is 
bringing back extinct animals in an effort to slow climate change a good idea? What if 
we can use genetics to end the shortage of organs for those in need of a donor? 
Someday, it might be technically possible to alter human DNA in such ways that 
engineered changes are passed on to future generations –but are the risks worth the 
benefits? As we reflect on what it means to be human, biotechnology presents a new 
lens through which to think about of shared future. In this open and interactive talk, 
we will discuss the new genetic engineering tool call CRISPR, with a focus on the 
social, personal, societal and ethical issues surrounding its use.

Dana Waring is a co-founder of Harvard Medical School’s genetics Education Project 
(www.pgEd.org.based) in Brunswick, Dana’s work includes writing new 
curriculum, teaching, public speaking and assisting with a recent series of 
Congressional briefings about genetics and society. Dana’s interests include privacy, 
disability, reproductive genetics and de-extinction. She lives in Brunswick with her 
family and spends her free time shoveling snow off her backyard hockey rink.
Crofutt Community  Room, 1st Floor, Speaker, Dana Waring

www.bangorpubliclibrary.org
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Camp Day (Children’s Program)
April Vacaction week April 17-21
During School Vacation week, The Maine Discovery Museum will host a camp day 
related to the Human Origins Exhibit. This will be for children ages 5-12 who pre-
register. The Museum also will host some workshops making plaster footprints before 
the exhibit opens and then during the exhibit place them throughout Downtown 
making a trail from the Maine Discovery Museum to Bangor Public Library.  There will 
also be another footprint activity while the exhibit is open, examining the footprints 
of different animals.  
For more information contact the Maine Discovery Museum at 207-262-7200

Paint Like a Caveman (Children’s Program)
Tuesday, April 18th, 2:00 – 4:00 p.m.
Thursday, April 20th, 2:00 – 4:00 p.m. 
Did you know that children found some of the oldest cave paintings ever? Learn about 
the very first artists in the world, how they were discovered in modern times, and try 
your hand at creating pictures of prehistoric animals—caveman style using the 
Cornerstones of Science Paint Science Trunk. This program is appropriate for children 
7 to 12 years of age. Registration is required. You can register by calling 947-8336 ext 
111 
Story Room, 3rd Floor

Excavating at Túcume and Other Adventures
with Thor Heyerdahl 
Tuesday, April 18th, 2:00 – 3:30 p.m
The vast, barren ruins of the pyramids of Túcume rise out of the flat coastal plains of 
northern Peru. Though eroded over the centuries, these massive monuments still bear 
witness to their original grandeur. Covering over 220 ha (540 acres) and including 26 
major pyramids as well as myriad smaller structures, the ancient city is truly 
impressive. Norwegian explorer and scientist Thor Heyerdahl first visited Túcume in 
1987; though best known for his pioneering trans-Pacific voyage on the Kon-Tiki balsa 
raft in 1947, Heyerdahl began a major research project at Túcume in 1988. Over the 
following six years, we learned much about this ancient city. First built around AD 1100 
by people of the Lambayeque culture, it survived and even grew under successive 
waves of conquest by the Chimú and later Inca armies, only to fall into ruins within a
few years of the Spanish conquest. While the Túcume project was still on going, 
Heyerdahl was also instrumental in re-opening Cuba to American archaeologists in the 
early 1990s. In this illustrated lecture, Dr. Sandweiss reviews Heyerdahl’s contributions 
to New World prehistory through their joint work at Túcume and in Cuba. 
Crofutt Community Room, 1st Floor, Moderator, Dr. Dan Sandweiss

Exploring Human Origins:What Does It Mean To Be Human?
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Book Discussion on The Immortal Life of Henrietta Lacks  
by Rachel Skloot
Tuesday, April 20th, 6:00 – 7:30 p.m.
The Immortal Life of Henrietta Lacks  was the 2011 winner of the National Academies 
Communication Award for best creative work that helps the public understanding of 
topics in science, engineering or medicine. The book is about Henrietta Lacks and the 
immortal cell line, known as HeLa, that came from Lacks’s cervical cancer cells in 1951. 
The book is notable for its science writing and dealing with ethical issues of race and 
class in medical research. 
Crofutt Community  Room, 1st Floor 
Moderator, Linda Oliver, Head of Reference

Barcoding Biodiversity: 
Helping Citizen Scientists Help the Planet 
Tuesday, April 25th, 6:30 – 8:00 p.m.
Climate change is shifting species’ ranges and disrupting their interactions with other 
species. To understand, predict, and manage how they respond, we need to identify 
and observe species in the field. That task is difficult and labor-intensive, and is 
compounded by a dearth of expertise in taxonomy - the science of classification. 
Citizen science projects can help expand the scientific workforce but they still rely 
heavily on professional taxonomists to identify collected specimens. DNA-assisted 
species identification (“DNA barcoding”) can complement other tools to empower 
researchers and citizen scientists alike to accurately identify organisms and help 
overcome the taxonomic impediment. Karen James, the speaker, is a biologist at the 
Mount Desert Island Biological Laboratory.
Crofutt Community Room, 1st Floor, Moderator, Dr. Karen James

POETS/SPEAK!
Thursday, April 27th,  3:30 – 8:00 p.m.
Celebrate the 15th Annual POETS/SPEAK! Fest, with more than 30 well-known and 
emerging poets, UMaine student poets, Poetry Out Loud winners, and musicians. 
This year’s theme is “Origins: Roots & Sources” in conjunction with the Library’s 
Smithsonian exhibit on “Exploring Human Origins.” Come early to enjoy live jazz 
and refreshments, browse and buy books, and meet the poets.
The Atrium

Exploring Human Origins:What Does It Mean To Be Human?
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Dr. Rick Potts is a paleoanthropologist who directs the Human Origins Program at 
theSmithsonian’s National Museum of Natural History, where he also holds the 
Peter Buck Chair in Human Origins. Since joining the Smithsonian in 1985, Rick has 
dedicated his research to piecing together the record of Earth’s environmental 
change and human adaptation. His ideas on how human evolution responded to 
environmental instability have stimulated wide attention and new research in several 
scientific fields. Bridging across many research disciplines, Rick’s field projects are 
located in the East African Rift and in southern and northern China. His latest work 
in the Rift Valley of Kenya has gained international attention as the first project to 
obtain a longdrill core from early human site in Africa, which will provide a detailed 
climate record spanning the past 500,000 years. Rick received his Ph.D. in biological 
anthropology from HarvardUniversity in 1982, after which he taught anthropology 
at Yale University and served as curator of physical anthropology at the Yale 
Peabody Museum. Rick is curator of both The David H. Koch Hall of Human Origins 
at the Smithsonian’s National Museum of Natural History and a new, accompanying 
traveling exhibition called “Exploring Human Origins: What Does It Mean To Be 
Human?” He is also the author of the companion book, “What Does It Mean To Be 
Human?”

Educator in the Smithsonian Institution’s Human Origins Program and will be 
traveling to several of the libraries hosting “Exploring Human Origins: What Does 
It Mean to Be Human?” The new exhibition was developed by the Smithsonian 
Institution and American Library Association and will appear at 19 public libraries 
across the country between April 2015 and April 2017.

Visiting Scientist Biographies

Dr. Rick Potts 
Director of the Smithsonian’s 

Human Origins Program

Dr. Briana Pobiner 
Paleoanthropologist

Exploring Human Origins:What Does It Mean To Be Human?
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Connie holds a Ph.D. in Geology from Arizona State University and a M.T.S., Master 
of Theological Studies, from Wesley Theological Senary. She is currently an 
independent scholar and consultant with Science and Society Resources, LLC. She 
is the Co-Chair of the Smithsonian Institution’s Human Origins Program’s Broader 
Social Impacts Committee. Connie has taught on contemporary issues in science 
and religion at Wesley Theological Seminary in Washington DC and from 2002 
through 2008 she directed the Program of Dialogue on Science, Ethics, and Religion 
at the American Association for the Advancement of Science. Prior to that she was 
a Senior Research Associate at the Carnegie Institution of Washington’s Geophysical 
Laboratory where she also served as the Program Director of the Deep Carbon 
Observatory from 2009-2011.  In addition to her research in planetary sciences, Dr. 
Bertka has had a long-term scholarly and pragmatic interest in the relationships 
between science and religion and their influence on the public’s understanding 
of science. She is the editor of Exploring the Origin, Extent, and Future of Life: 
Philosophical,  Ethical, and Theological Perspectives, (Cambridge University Press, 
2009).

Dr. Connie Bertka

Jim Miller is the president of the Presbyterian Association on Science, Technology 
and the Christian Faith.  He is an honorably retired ordained minister of the 
Presbyterian Church (USA) with an MDiv from Union Theological Seminary in Virginia 
and a Ph.D. in theology from Marquette University. Most of his ministry was served 
as a minister in higher education at Michigan Technological University, the University 
of Pittsburgh, and Carnegie Mellon University.  However, immediately following 
seminary, Jim worked in the School of Engineering at North Carolina State University. 
From 1996-2006 he was the Senior Program Associate for the Program of Dialogue 
on Science, Ethics, and Religion of the American Association for the Advancement 
of Science (AAAS). Jim currently serves as co-chair of the Broader Social Impacts 
Committee of the Human Origins Initiative at the Smithsonian’s National Museum of 
Natural History.

Rev. James Bradley Miller, PhD

Exploring Human Origins:What Does It Mean To Be Human?
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Resources for Further Exploration

The Reluctant Mr. Darwin: An Intimate Portrait of Charles Darwin and the Making of 
His Theory of Evolution by David Quammen, 2006. B.D259Qr

Science, Evolution and Creationism by The National Academy of Sciences, Institute of 
Medicine, 2009. 576.8.S516s

Human: The Science Behind What Makes Us Unique by Michael S. Gazzaniga, 2008.
612.8233.G259h

The Accidental Species: Misunderstandings of Human Evolution by Henry Gee, 2013. 
599.938.G27a

Your Inner Fish: A Journey Into the 3.5-Billion-Year History of the Human Body by Neil 
Shubin, 2008. 611.S562y

Lone Survivors: How We Came to Be the Only Humans on Earth  by Chris Springer, 
2012. 599.938.S918l

Becoming Human: Evolution and Human Uniqueness by Ian Tattersall, 1998. 599.93.
T189b

Masters of the Planet: The Search for Our Human Origins by Ian Tattersall, 2013. 
599.938.T221ma

The Evolution Dialogues: Science, Christianity, and the Quest for Understanding by 
Catherine Baker and James B. Miller, 2006. 231.7652.B171e

What Does it Mean to Be Human? By Rick Potts and Chris Sloan, 2010. 599.938.P859w

Sapiens: A Brief History of Humankind by Yuval Noah Harar, 2015. 599.9.H2122s

The Language of God: A Scientist Presents Evidence for Belief by Francis S. Collins, 
2007. 215.C6923l

Films
Townsely, Graham. Becoming Human:  Unearthing Our Earliest Ancestors. NOVA/
WGBH Educational Foundatio/PBS, 2009 DVD.

Cook, Tom et al. Your Inner Fish. Alexandria, Virginia: PBS, 2014. 

Botín, Lucrecia, et al. Finding Altamira. Culver City, California: Pictures Home 
Entertainment, 2016. DVD.

www.bangorpubliclibrary.orgExploring Human Origins:What Does It Mean To Be Human?
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145 Harlow St Bangor, ME 04401

Local Partners
Maine Science Festival

Cornerstones of Science
Maine Discovery Museum

Collaborators
University of Maine Museum of Art

Emera Astronomy Center and Jordan Planetarium

Sponsors
Friends of the Library

The City of Bangor Commission on Cultural Development

Thank you! 


